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In the consolidated decision of Boilermakers Local 154 Retirement Fund v. Chevron
Corp1 and ICLUB Investment Partnership v. FedEx Corp,2 Chancellor Leo E. Strine
Jr. of the Delaware Court of Chancery held that a bylaw provision unilaterally
adopted by the board of directors of a Delaware corporation providing that
Delaware is the exclusive forum for resolution of certain disputes involving the
internal affairs of the corporation is both statutorily and contractually valid.3

The conflicting rulings and breakneck pace at which boards of Delaware
corporations were adopting exclusive forum selection provisions led to much
speculation and debate among corporate law practitioners about the enforceability
and validity of such provisions,10 thus setting the stage for Chancellor Strine’s
landmark decision.
Background of the case

Chancellor Strine’s decision is currently on appeal to the Delaware Supreme Court.
If the decision is upheld, the obvious consequence will be the continued, and
perhaps accelerated, adoption of forum selection bylaws by corporate boards
with or without stockholder approval.

In 2010 and 2011, to “address what they perceive[d] to be the inefficient costs of
defending against the same claim in multiple courts at one time”,11 the boards of
directors of Chevron and FedEx each unilaterally adopted – i.e., without stockholder
approval – bylaws requiring that litigation relating to each company’s internal
affairs be conducted in Delaware, the state where each company is incorporated.12
Though their specific wording differed, these bylaws both provided that the following
types of actions involving the corporation, its directors, officers or employees must
be brought in Delaware:

However, it also is reasonable to expect that boards of directors may implement
other types of management-friendly bylaws to quell, or at least to alleviate the
impacts of, meritless stockholder strike suits. Conversely, activist stockholders may,
as Chancellor Strine’s opinion mentions, mount campaigns to amend or repeal
such bylaws, or even submit their own proposals to enact bylaw amendments
that favor stockholders in the litigation context.

1. derivative actions;
2. actions asserting claims for breach of fiduciary duties;

The story leading up to Chancellor Strine’s highly anticipated decision upholding
the forum selection bylaws adopted by the boards of directors of Chevron Corp
and FedEx Corp began in 2006 when Oracle Corp became one of the first major
companies incorporated in Delaware to adopt a forum selection bylaw requiring
that “any actual or purported derivative action” on behalf of the corporation be
brought exclusively in the Delaware Court of Chancery.4

3.	actions asserting claims arising under a provision of the Delaware General
Corporation Law (DGCL); and
4. actions governed by the internal affairs doctrine.13
The certificates of incorporation of both companies empowered their boards
to adopt, amend, and repeal bylaws without any action by the stockholders.14

Oracle’s bylaw subsequently was challenged in a shareholder derivative action
brought in federal court in California (where Oracle is headquartered), which, in
2011, declined to enforce the bylaw as a matter of federal common law, ruling
that “Oracle has not shown federal law requires or even permits the federal courts
to defer to any provision of state corporate law that might purport to give a
corporation’s directors the power to control venue”.5

Shortly following their adoption, institutional investors filed nearly identical
complaints in the Delaware Court of Chancery against Chevron and FedEx
challenging the forum selection bylaws.15 The plaintiffs alleged, among other
things, that the bylaws were “statutorily invalid because they go beyond the board’s
authority under” Section 109(b) of the DGCL,16 and contractually invalid “because
they were unilaterally adopted by the … boards using their power to make
bylaws” without approval by the stockholders whose rights allegedly were being
adversely affected by the bylaws.17 The plaintiffs sought a declaration that the
bylaws were invalid and a breach of fiduciary duty.18 The two cases were
consolidated, and Chevron and FedEx moved for judgment on the pleadings with
respect to the legal issues of the statutory and contractual validity and
enforceability of the forum selection bylaws.19

In so doing, the court avoided the underlying issue of the validity of the bylaw
under Delaware corporate law.6 The decision, however, owing mainly to the fact
that it was the first decision by any court regarding a forum selection provision,
was seen by many as a bad omen regarding the viability of such provisions.
This apparent setback, however, did not slow the speed at which corporate boards
adopted such exclusive forum selection provisions. In fact, in the past three years,
more than 250 publicly traded companies have adopted forum selection provisions
requiring litigation relating to the internal affairs of the corporation be brought
in the Delaware Court of Chancery.7 Much of this can be attributed to a portion of
Vice Chancellor J. Travis Laster’s decision in In re Revlon Inc Shareholders Litigation8
suggesting that, “if boards of directors and stockholders believe that a particular
forum would provide an efficient and value-promoting locus for dispute resolution,
then corporations are free to respond with charter provisions selecting an exclusive
forum for intra-entity disputes.”9
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The court’s decision

The Court rejected plaintiffs’ contention that the forum selection bylaws were
prohibited by the “vested rights” doctrine, which holds that boards of directors may
not modify bylaws so as to diminish or divest the pre-existing rights of stockholders
without their consent.34 On this point, Chancellor Strine held that the doctrine was
inapplicable because, again, both Chevron’s and FedEx’s certificates of incorporation
conferred on their respective boards the power to adopt or amend bylaws unilaterally
and at any time.35 Consequently, the forum selection bylaws would be enforced
in the same manner other contractual forum selection clauses are enforced –
i.e., in accordance with the principles established by the United States Supreme
Court in The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co,36 and expressly adopted by the
Delaware Supreme Court in Ingres Corp v. CA, Inc.37 Chancellor Strine determined
that the board-adopted forum selection bylaws were reasonable and thus enforceable
under those principles, citing a United States Supreme Court case involving a cruise
ship passenger who was held to be subject to a forum selection clause that “was
printed on the ticket she received after she purchased the passage”.38

Chancellor Strine began his analysis by articulating the appropriate standard of
review for determining the defendants’ motions: Because the plaintiffs challenged
the facial validity of the forum selection bylaws – and not the enforceability of the
bylaws as applied to the plaintiffs specifically – their burden was “a difficult one,”
requiring them to show that “the bylaws cannot operate lawfully or equitably under
any circumstances.”20 Having established the standard of review, Chancellor Strine
viewed “the appropriate question now [a]s simply whether the bylaws are valid
under the DGCL, and whether they form facially valid contracts between the
stockholders, the directors and officers, and the corporation.”21
Chancellor Strine first held that the forum selection bylaws were statutorily valid
under 8 Del. C. § 109(b).22 Under Section 109(b), corporate bylaws “may contain any
provision, not inconsistent with law or with the certificate of incorporation, relating to
the business of the corporation, the conduct of its affairs, and its rights or powers or
the rights or powers of its stockholders, directors, officers or employees”.23 As the
court found, bylaws exceed the scope of Section 109(b) only if they did not relate
to any of these subject matters.24 The court determined that the forum selection
bylaws here clearly related to the rights of the stockholders, “because they regulate
where stockholders can exercise their right to bring certain internal affairs claims
against the corporation and its directors and officers.”25

For these reasons, the Court of Chancery found that the challenged bylaws were
statutorily valid under 8 Del. C. § 109(b) and contractually valid and enforceable
as forum selection clauses, and thus granted the defendants’ motions for judgment
on the pleadings.
Conclusion

The bylaws also “plainly relate[d] to the conduct of the corporation by channeling
internal affairs cases into the courts of the state of incorporation, providing for the
opportunity to have internal affairs cases resolved authoritatively by our Supreme
Court if any party wishes to take an appeal.”26 Thus, the court concluded that,
“because the forum selection bylaws address internal affairs claims, the subject
matter of the actions the bylaws govern relates quintessentially to ‘the corporation’s
business, the conduct of its affairs, and the rights of its stockholders [qua
stockholders]’”.27

Plaintiffs in the Boilermakers case have appealed Chancellor Strine’s decision to
the Delaware Supreme Court. Because the decision upholding the bylaws at
issue was a legal decision, and not a factual one, the Supreme Court will review
it de novo, meaning that the higher court will review the legal issues presented
on appeal as if they are being presented for the first time, unbound by the Court
of Chancery’s reasoning or ultimate holding. If, as expected, the briefing and
argument of the appeal proceeds on the typical schedule, a decision should be
issued later this year.

In rejecting the plaintiffs’ contention that forum selection is not a proper subject
matter for bylaws because it is not traditionally covered by corporate bylaws,
Chancellor Strine reasoned that forum selection is similar to traditional bylaw
topics because it is of a “procedural, process-oriented nature,” and Section 109(b)
“has long been understood to allow the corporation to set self-imposed rules
and regulations [that are] deemed expedient for its convenient functioning.”28
In the court’s view, forum selection bylaws “fit this description,” since they “are
process-oriented, because they regulate where stockholders may file suit, not
whether the stockholder may file suit or the kind of remedy that the stockholder
may obtain on behalf of herself or the corporation”.29

If Chancellor Strine’s Boilermakers decision is affirmed, it is safe to assume that
corporate boards will adopt forum selection bylaws, like those adopted by the
boards of Chevron and FedEx, at a pace similar to that witnessed after Vice
Chancellor Laster’s Revlon decision. Because most public corporations’ charters
permit directors to adopt or amend bylaws without stockholder action, there will
be no significant obstacle to such widespread adoption, especially if the Delaware
Supreme Court affirms Chancellor Strine’s Boilermakers decision. For those
corporations whose certificates of incorporation do not authorize the board’s
unilateral adoption of bylaws, the rate of adoption is less certain.
At this time, the two major institutional advisory firms are skeptical of and/or
generally disfavor forum selection bylaws. ISS recommends that stockholders
vote on a case-by-case basis on forum selection proposals, taking into account
whether the company:

Chancellor Strine next held that the forum selection bylaws were contractually valid
notwithstanding that they were unilaterally adopted by the Chevron and FedEx
boards without stockholder approval.30 This decision was based primarily upon
the undisputed fact, noted above, that both Chevron’s and FedEx’s certificates
of incorporation empowered their respective boards to adopt bylaws unilaterally;
meaning that, as the Court held, both companies’ stockholders assented to be
contractually bound by bylaws unilaterally adopted by Chevron’s and FedEx’s
boards, so long as those bylaws are valid under the DGCL.31 Chancellor Strine
described a corporation’s bylaws as being “part of an inherently flexible contract
between the stockholders and the corporation”.32 “[W]hen an investor buys stock
in a Delaware corporation,” he assents to be bound to that flexible contract.33

1.	has been materially harmed by shareholder litigation outside its jurisdiction
of incorporation, based on the disclosure in its proxy; and
2.	has certain good governance features, such as an annually elected board, a
majority vote standard in uncontested director elections, and the absence of
a poison pill (unless the pill was shareholder-approved).39
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Glass Lewis generally will recommend that stockholders vote against any proposal
to adopt an exclusive forum selection provision, but may support such a proposal
in certain cases if the company:
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1.	offers a compelling argument as to why the exclusive forum provision
would directly benefit shareholders;
2.	provides evidence of abuse of legal process in other, non-favored
jurisdictions; and
3. has a strong record of good corporate governance.40
A small number of corporations have seen forum selection bylaws voted down
by stockholders.
If the Boilermakers decision is affirmed, it also is reasonable to foresee corporate
boards adopting other sorts of litigation-related bylaws aimed to check shareholder
strike suits that fit within Chancellor Strine’s concept of “process-oriented” bylaws
that relate to disputes involving the internal affairs of the company and affect
plaintiffs solely in their capacity as stockholders. For example, a board could seek
to adopt a prevailing party fee-shifting provision in the corporation’s bylaws that
would require the losing party in derivative litigation (or other stockholder litigation
involving the internal affairs of the company) to pay the winner’s legal fees.41
It is important to note here also that Chancellor Strine’s decision is not limited to
bylaws proposed and adopted at the board’s behest. Given that the power to adopt,
amend or repeal bylaws is always retained by the stockholders, it is not difficult
to imagine activist stockholders mounting their own campaigns to amend or repeal
forum selection (or other) bylaws unilaterally adopted by a board of directors.
Though less likely, activist stockholders could be emboldened by Chancellor
Strine’s decision and propose bylaw or charter amendments favoring stockholders
in litigation with the corporation and/or the board.42
Affirmance of the Boilermakers decision, however, will not provide the final word
on the effectiveness of forum selection bylaws. Even if such bylaws are deemed
presumptively valid by the Delaware Supreme Court, the real test of their usefulness
will come as corporations with such bylaws in effect attempt to use them to stop
stockholders from proceeding with litigation filed in jurisdictions other than
Delaware. Forum selection bylaws’ usefulness as a tool to prevent multiforum
stockholder litigation will therefore depend as much upon decisions of courts in
other such jurisdictions as upon the forthcoming decision by the Delaware Supreme
Court. Courts in such other jurisdictions may not widely recognize such provisions as
valid and instead may permit stockholder litigation to proceed notwithstanding
such bylaws and their validity under Delaware law. In that event, forum selection
bylaws will likely fall by the wayside as corporations seek other more effective
ways to avoid litigating stockholder disputes in multiple jurisdictions.
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